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Abstract
The use of passive cooling on roofs holds a significant unfulfilled potential in hot-arid regions. In this study, the contribution of a watered soil

with two types of shading for roof cooling was assessed. Two test cells of approximately 4 m2 in area and 2.5 m high were monitored during the

summer season. Both cells were covered with a 16-cm layer of soil. One was untreated while the other was watered and shaded consecutively by

means of an overhead shading mesh and a layer of lightweight gravel. Temperature profiles were measured across the section of each roof, from the

top surface of the soil to the ceiling inside the chamber, and embedded heat flux plates were also used to evaluate the cooling effect. A comparison

of the two shading strategies demonstrated that while the mesh provided more cooling over a daily cycle, the daytime cooling potential, which is

crucial in a desert climate, was higher with lightweight gravel.
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1. Introduction

In developed countries, the operation of residential and

commercial buildings accounts for some 40% of overall energy

consumption—more is consumed for either transportation or

industry [1]. The bulk of this energy is consumed in the

residential building sector, where heating and cooling are the

predominant end-uses and the adoption of air-conditioning has

increased dramatically in recent years [2]. It is in this context

that practical, easily implemented solutions for passive cooling

can have far-reaching implications.

Cooling loads may be especially high in hot-arid regions

such as the Negev desert in southern Israel. Despite the low

humidity on summer days, high temperatures are exacerbated

by intense solar radiation, with daily global insolation in July

reaching 7–8 kWh m�2 [3]. This solar load is most pronounced

on horizontal building facets, to the extent that in single-storey

buildings the roof may be responsible for up to 50% of the total

daytime heat gain. Surface temperatures on a flat roof, though

dependent on the particular properties of the roofing material,

typically exceed 50 8C on a hot summer day—creating a
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substantial burden even if the roof is well insulated, which is not

always the case [4–6].

Among the possible ways of reducing this energetic liability

is to ‘‘eliminate’’ the exposed roof by placing the building

underground or in some way sheltering it with a substantially

thick layer of soil. The analysis of earth-sheltered structures in

the Negev has shown that even wide daily temperature swings

at the ground surface can be effectively stabilized by a modest

layer of earth-cover [7], since over 90% of the daily sub-surface

heat exchange occurs within the upper 20 cm of soil [8]. In

regions like the Negev, however, the average soil surface

temperature in summer tends to be well above that of the air [9],

because absorbed solar radiation is greater than the combined

long-wave radiant and convective losses over the daily cycle.

Under such conditions, where the average daily air temperature

is close to the upper limit of thermal comfort, the earth cover

itself (unless it is thick enough to introduce a seasonal time lag)

cannot provide a sufficient source of cooling to the building

[10].

Under hot-arid conditions, surface cooling of earth-covered

roofs can be achieved simply by wetting the soil to encourage

evaporative heat loss. The evaporative process draws heat not

only from the boundary-layer air, but from the adjacent moist

soil as well. As the soil layer becomes saturated its conductivity

increases, augmenting heat transfer toward the evaporating
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surface and potentially providing a large cooled mass to absorb

heat from the building’s roof [11–13].

However, this high conductivity is also a potential liability.

Under clear summer conditions in a hot-dry climate, exposure

of the soil to solar radiation is likely to result in high surface

temperatures and a significant part of the cooling effect gained

by evaporation may be ‘‘wasted’’ in overcoming the heating

effect of absorbed solar energy. Thus, shading of the

evaporating surface can make a substantial contribution to

the efficiency of cooling it ultimately provides. Overhead

shading elements represent a commonly cited strategy for

reducing heat gain through the building’s roof and the thermal

effect and efficiency of such fixed or operable devices on

buildings has been well documented [13–15].

Such devices, however, typically require a structure that is

extraneous to the building itself and given the potential

complication and expense this entails, another way to cope

with the problem is the application of surface treatments.

Perhaps the most prominent type of treatment is the planting of

vegetation in the soil layer, creating what has come to be known

as the ‘‘green roof’’. Planted roofs may contribute to

amelioration of the urban heat island and to carbon

sequestration, and in fact such an approach combines all

three roof-cooling strategies of earth-covering, evaporation

and surface shading. However, the findings of studies

examining the use of green roofs have been mixed [16–18],

suggesting that they may have limited benefits in their role as a

cooling device for the building. Results have shown that the

contribution of green roofs to the cooling of buildings is due

mainly to the shading of the roof provided by the plants and not

necessarily to evaporation [19]. This is because the process of

transpiration takes place in the plants’ leaves rather than in the
Fig. 1. Section of the experimental cell
soil, drawing energy from the environment and not directly

from the soil-covered building. In addition, a thick layer of

saturated air may form under the plant canopy, inhibiting

evaporation from the soil substrate [20]. To this are added

practical difficulties in the installation and maintenance of a

planted roof and the potential differences in irrigation

requirements for plant growth and for roof cooling.

In response to these limitations, it has been suggested that

cover-materials other than plants could provide the wetted soil

surface with substantial shading, without limiting the potential

for cooling by evaporation. To this end, Givoni [11] proposed

wetting the soil directly and shading the surface with a dry

mulch (i.e. gravel). However, the testing of such a strategy

never progressed beyond preliminary experiments and the

effect of the cooling potential on buildings remained to be

sufficiently evaluated. Other studies performed on the effect of

surface treatments on the thermal behavior of buildings indicate

that covering the soil with pebbles, gravel or mulch provide an

effective mechanism for intercepting radiation and moderating

the soil surface temperature [21,22] and it was found that a

gravel layer with inter-granular air pockets adds an effective

layer of insulation to the roof and helps reduce the cooling load

of buildings [23]. Such a layer may also be expected to inhibit

the rate of evaporation from the surface, though the extent to

which this occurs presumably varies with the type and density

of the mulch.

The present study aims to evaluate the effectiveness of such

an approach experimentally. The separate components of an

integral roof cooling strategy – combining earth-sheltering,

evaporation from moist soil and shading of the evaporative

surface by means of both an overhead mesh and a lightweight

gravel mulch – are evaluated here in a cumulative fashion, in
showing location of measurements.
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order to shed light on their relative contributions to the ultimate

effectiveness of the system.

2. Experimental setup

Two identical test cells were used for comparing the

experimental roof treatment and a reference treatment. The

cells, which had been built for a previous experiment in

radiative cooling [24], are located at the Sede-Boqer Campus of

Ben-Gurion University in the arid Negev region of southern

Israel (30.88N, 480 m above sea level). The area is mostly

covered by loess soil, which has a density of 1885 kg m�3, a

conductivity of 0.7 W m�1 K�1 and a specific heat of

0.91 kJ kg�1 K�1.

Each cell has an internal height of 2.0 m (floor-ceiling) and

internal plan dimensions of 2.3 m for north–south facing walls

and 1.7 m for east–west walls (Figs. 1 and 2). The walls of the
Fig. 2. Views of the test cell roof with: (a) bare soil; (b) drip irrigati
cells are made from 20 cm thick concrete blocks with a 5-cm

exterior layer of expanded polystyrene insulation, covered by a

thin white-painted acrylic plaster. The floor of each cell is a 10-

cm thick concrete slab, poured over an additional 10-cm thick

layer of expanded polystyrene. The cell’s roof is similarly

constructed from a 10-cm thick concrete slab, but without any

thermal insulation. The lack of insulation on the roofs of the

buildings ensures thermal coupling between material placed on

the roof and the cell itself. Originally designed to hold a pond

containing 400 L of water, the roof is surrounded by a parapet

with both a height and thickness of 20 cm, leaving an area of

about 4 m2 that could be covered with soil. Each cell has an

insulated door located on the west wall and the door’s perimeter

is lined with foam insulating strips to reduce air infiltration into

the cell.

A Campbell Scientific 21x data logger was placed in each

cell to collect data from copper-constantan thermocouples
on; (c) lightweight gravel cover and; (d) overhead shading mesh.



Fig. 3. Ceiling temperatures for the test roof with 16 cm of dry soil cover and

the uncovered control roof, compared with ambient dry bulb temperatures.
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placed at a number of points, profiling the cell and the roof

temperatures. In preliminary measurements, intended to

establish the cells’ similarity, one thermocouple measuring

the roof’s surface temperature was placed under a thin layer of

soil (1 cm) above each roof (to ensure a consistent surface

albedo of 0.35), one thermocouple was placed on the underside

of the ceiling surface and one thermocouple measuring the

cells’ air temperature was placed at the center of the cell 1.6 m

above the floor. A heat flux plate was also placed under the soil

and simultaneous measurements were made of global radiation

(Kipp and Zonnen pyranometer), wind speed (LSI constant-

temperature hot-wire anemometer) and ambient air temperature

(the latter was also measured nearby at a height of 6 m above

the ground, together with relative humidity). All variables were

continuously sampled and averaged over 15-min intervals.

Following this initialization period, the cells were used to

compare a series of experimental roof configurations, which are

summarized in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 2. In the first test

configuration, an additional 15-cm layer of local loess soil was

added on top of one of the cell roofs (the ‘‘test’’ cell). The test

cell thermocouple configuration was arranged to take a vertical

temperature profile in the soil at respective heights of 0, 5, 10

and 15 cm above the concrete roof. The second or ‘‘control’’

cell was left with only a minimal soil covering and after a

period of data collection in this mode, a 15-cm layer of soil and

an identical set of thermocouples was added to the control roof

as well. This configuration with a 15-cm dry soil layer was used

as the control for the remaining experiments.

A drip irrigation system was subsequently installed on the

soil surface of the test roof, with an array of 22 drippers (each

emitting approximately 4 l/h) laid out such that virtually every

point on the surface was within a 25-cm radius of a dripper. The

test roof was then irrigated each day, starting at approximately

7:15 LST and continuing until a film of water formed over the

entire soil surface. The objective of the irrigation regime was to

replace the volume of water evaporated over the previous day,

such that the soil would be saturated to its field capacity (which

was found for the loess soil to equal a moisture content of 15–

20% by weight).

The final two test configurations involved covering the

wetted soil surface of the test roof alternatively by one of two

different treatments. In the first of these, the soil was covered

with a 6-cm thick layer of lightweight gravel (approximately 3–

5 cm in diameter), made from crushed aerated autoclave

concrete (AAC or ‘‘Ytong’’) blocks, light in color (estimated

surface albedo of 0.6), with a density of 470 kg m�3, a

conductivity of 0.17 W m�1 K�1 and specific heat of

0.97 kJ kg�1 K�1 [25]. The second treatment involved a
Table 1

Description of roof treatments for control and test cells, in principal summer mea

Configuration Control roof cover (in cm dry-soil)

Dry 2

Wet 16

Gravel 16

Mesh 16
double-layered tight weave shading mesh, fixed at a 75-cm

height above the wetted soil and allowed to hang over the east-

west sides of the cell to protect the soil surface from direct solar

radiation. The setup of the control roof (with a 15-cm layer of

dry soil) remained unaltered during all of these experiments.

3. Results

The summer daily cycles of temperature presented in

Figs. 3–6 show hourly averaged values based on measurements

that were continuously recorded at 15-min intervals. Tempera-

tures measured on the underside of the concrete ceiling of each

cell were taken to be a primary indication of the thermal

behavior of that roof configuration, while temperatures on the

upper soil surface and throughout the depth of the soil layer,

along with direct heat flux measurements, provided additional

explanatory data. It should be stressed that internal air

temperatures, while useful for comparative purposes, are

somewhat limited in their ability to represent the indoor

conditions of a realistic building due to the small dimensions of

the experimental cell, the constricted roof area relative to that of

the exterior walls and the lack of window openings.

3.1. Soil cover

The first experimental configuration compared a dry soil-

covered test roof with a bare control roof (as mentioned, the

latter was covered by a soil layer of minimal thickness in order

to ensure a constant surface albedo). A three-day comparison of

ceiling temperatures in the test cell with those in the control
surement configurations

Test roof cover

16 cm dry soil

16 cm irrigated soil

16 cm irrigated soil + lightweight gravel

16 cm irrigated soil + overhead shading mesh



Fig. 4. Ceiling and topsoil surface temperatures for the test roof with 16 cm of

wetted soil cover and the dry soil-covered control roof, compared with ambient

dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures.

Fig. 6. Ceiling and topsoil surface temperatures for the test roof with 16 cm of

wetted soil and overhead shading mesh cover, with comparisons as in Fig. 4.
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(Fig. 3) shows the substantial effect of the modest (15 cm thick)

soil mass on the test roof, expressed in terms of its temperature

stabilization and thermal time lag. The daily maximum

temperature of the test cell’s ceiling, just over 30 8C, was

reached after a time lag of six hours and with a temperature

attenuation of 5–6 8C relative to ceiling of the control cell and

the combination of these two effects led to temperature

differences as great as 8–9 8C between the two ceilings during

the late afternoon.

The phase-shift in the diurnal temperature curve induced by

the soil cover also results in the minimum test-ceiling

temperature falling at mid-day, such that it is depressed below

the outdoor air temperature during the hottest afternoon hours.

However, the relatively flat daily curve, with an amplitude of

only 2–3 8C, is stabilized at a significantly higher temperature

than that of the ambient daily mean, which is consistently in the

range of 25–26 8C. Thus, while the large heat capacity of the

soil layer lowers the heat burden on the roof considerably, this

simple addition of thermal mass does not provide a sufficient
Fig. 5. Ceiling and topsoil surface temperatures for the test roof with wetted

soil and lightweight gravel cover, with comparisons as in Fig. 4.
means of cooling for the building without a method for

removing heat from that mass.

3.2. Soil irrigation

In the second and subsequent experimental periods, the

control roof was configured identically to the test roof used in

the first configuration (i.e. with a 15-cm layer of dry soil cover),

while the test roof was irrigated to maintain an evaporating soil

surface.

Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the test and control cells’

ceiling temperatures along with those measured on the

respective wet and dry top soil surfaces, as well as the ambient

wet bulb temperature (which represents the physical limit of

cooling by evaporation). It may be seen that on the surface,

maximum daytime temperatures of the wet soil were

approximately 10 8C lower than those of the surface of the

non-watered roof. Watering the roof also results in lower ceiling

temperatures, with the daily average for the treated cell about

4 8C below that of the control. These results are achieved with a

daily water consumption rate of 30–35 L or approximately

8 L m–2 of roof area.

The daily phase shift in ceiling temperatures was shorter for

the watered roof, with peak values falling about two hours

earlier for both the minimum and the maximum (the latter

occurring at about 20:00 in the evening, as opposed to 22:00 for

the dry roof). This pattern reflects the reduced heat gain by the

wet surface during the hottest afternoon hours, when the surface

temperature of the dry soil is still rising and also the increased

rate of heat conduction into the wet soil—which could in fact

have a negative effect on the thermal behavior of the building.

In this unshaded configuration, much of the daytime

evaporative cooling is expended in offsetting heat gained by

the absorption of solar radiation. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 by a

comparison between soil surface temperatures and the wet bulb

temperature: even though watering depresses the daytime peak

surface temperature to about 30 8C (some 10 8C lower than the

dry surface), the result is still about 10 8C above the WBT. At



Fig. 7. Normalized topsoil surface temperatures for test cells with 16 cm of dry

soil (Day 174), with wet soil (Day 200) and with soil that is both wetted and

shaded by lightweight gravel (Day 224) or by an overhead mesh (Day 207).
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night, the topsoil of both cells nearly reaches the WBT, though

the wet soil is close to this limit for more hours. Therefore, there

is little additional cooling that can be achieved during these

hours by evaporation alone.

3.3. Lightweight gravel cover

The gravel cover was intended to shade the surface from

solar radiation and reduce heat gains accordingly during the

day. At the same time, it was assumed that this shading

treatment would inhibit to some extent the cooling effect of

evaporation and would also limit heat loss from the soil due to

long-wave radiation and convection.

Temperatures measured on the top soil surface of the test

roof – which, in this case, was both irrigated and covered by the

lightweight gravel – were maintained below 25 8C at all hours

and thus never exceeded the WBT by more than 4–5 8C (Fig. 5).

Night surface temperatures were considerably lower in the

control cell, demonstrating that the effect of radiative and

convective cooling has indeed been restricted. The resulting

pattern observed in the test room’s ceiling temperatures is one

of marked thermal stability, with an average of about 25 8C and

a daily swing of only 1 8C. Comparing this graph with that of

the irrigated-only configuration (Fig. 4), it is seen that the

ceiling has been cooled during the day to levels seen in the

previous configuration only at night. It may further be noted

that the wet soil surface is cooler than the ceiling during nearly

all hours and this temperature gradient between ceiling and

topsoil translates to a net heat removal from the cell.

These results demonstrate that the lightweight gravel cover

significantly decreases heat gain from incoming radiation and

while it inhibited heat loss at night, the overall result is an

effective cooling strategy. The magnitude of the daytime

surface temperature depression indicates that covering the soil

with lightweight gravel does not hinder evaporation to an undue

extent, relative to the advantage gained from shading.

Moreover, achieving cooling is more difficult in the daytime

than at night, when low ambient temperatures allow for

effective space cooling by ventilation.

As a result of the lightweight gravel cover, the daily rate of

evaporation from the soil surface was reduced to about half of

that in the previous configuration. Thus, the water volume

required to maintain a level of saturation equal to the soil’s field

capacity was only 16–17 L, or about 4 L m–2 of roof area per

day.

3.4. Mesh cover

As mentioned, the overhead shading mesh was used as an

alternative to the gravel surface cover, with the goal of

minimizing solar heat gain and at the same time minimizing the

resistance to evaporative and convective heat loss.

As observed in Fig. 6, the test roof soil surface maintained

daytime peak temperatures of around 25 8C, which is the same

level observed for the lightweight gravel in the previous

configuration (in both of these monitoring periods, the control

roof soil surface regularly reached daytime peaks of over
40 8C). A noticeable difference may be seen at night, however,

with soil surface temperatures dropping to a minimum of under

20 8C or approximately 2 8C lower than those reached with the

gravel cover. The result of this additional cooling is an

additional depression in ceiling temperatures of about 1 8C,

such that in this case they are stabilized at an average of 24 8C.

This is a substantial temperature depression relative to the

control cell, where in both this and the previous configuration

ceiling temperatures fluctuated between 29 and 31 8C.

It is apparent that both of the methods tested for shading of

the roof were efficient at limiting solar heat gain, and both

substantially enhanced the performance of the evaporative

cooling. Heat flux plate measurements showed that the flow of

heat was continuously outward during both of these monitoring

periods, indicating a net cooling effect rather than merely a

temporal redistribution of the heat load. Thus, the combination

of irrigated soil and shading transformed the roof from one of

the largest sources of heat gain in the building to its major

cooling source.

4. Discussion

While results were presented separately for each of the

experimental configurations in Section 3, this discussion offers

a comparative analysis of the different roof treatments and

analyses the mechanisms behind their thermal performance:

thermal stabilization, evaporative cooling and solar protection.

Special emphasis is placed on the comparison between two

alternative shading treatments, one using a lightweight gravel

mulch and the other an elevated shading mesh.

Comparative daily cycles of normalized soil and ceiling

temperatures are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Hourly

temperatures for the dry soil configuration were calculated as

the average of control cell measurements in each of the three

treatment periods (water, gravel and mesh) and hourly test-cell

temperatures in each of these periods were normalized by

multiplying the actual test-cell temperature by the ratio



Fig. 8. Normalized ceiling temperatures for test cells with different treatments,

as in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. Normalized heat flux measured on the test cell’s concrete roof for test

cells with different treatments, as in Fig. 7.
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between this average control-cell temperature and the control

cell temperature for the given period.

4.1. Thermal stabilization

The benefits of high ‘thermal inertia’ in earth-integrated

buildings may be attributed to two interlinked phenomena: 1)

the attenuation of daily temperature fluctuations and 2) the

thermal time lag or phase-shift, which causes maximum

temperatures in the building to occur later than they otherwise

would (i.e. at night rather than in the afternoon). Thermal

attenuation and time lag are of importance in hot-arid climatic

conditions where diurnal ambient temperature fluctuations are

high and both are highly correlated with cooling energy

requirements, which are typically maximal during the daytime.

In this study, the addition of a 16-cm soil cover to a bare

concrete roof was sufficient to produce a shift of peak ceiling

temperatures by approximately 8–9 h, allowing the maximum

to fall around midnight. Therefore, by the time the ceiling

reached its daily peak, the ambient temperature had already

decreased to a level fully within the comfort range. Even though

daytime temperatures on the topsoil surface exceeded 40 8C
(Fig. 7), the daily temperature swing measured at ceiling height

in the cell was drastically reduced, with daily fluctuations of

only 2–3 8C (Fig. 8). However, it can be seen that these stable

ceiling temperatures are maintained at nearly 30 8C, which is

substantially higher than the mean daily ambient temperature of

26 8C.

Based on the experimental findings of Pearlmutter et al. [7],

it is likely that temperatures could be stabilized closer to this

daily average if the soil layer were thickened by 50–100 cm,

though this may not be feasible in typical building scenarios. It

has been shown that buildings with a thick soil cover are

characterized by their substantial ‘‘thermal memory’’ or the

stabilization of temperatures relative to a seasonal, rather than

daily, cycle. Thus, in mid-summer the building envelope could

maintain temperatures which approach (within 1–2 8C) the

daily average that occurred a month or more earlier, during the

cooler spring season. Due to this seasonal time lag, however,
contact with the earth might actually cause over-heating in the

late summer (August–September), when stored heat is difficult

to remove despite the declining ambient temperatures.

4.2. Evaporative cooling

The evaporative cooling effect of irrigation is illustrated

most dramatically in the marked depression of daytime

temperatures on the wet soil surface, which are up to 10 8C
lower than those on a dry surface (Fig. 7). This cooling effect

was also transferred into the building, but on a more moderate

scale: while ceiling temperatures in the previous mode (with

dry soil) were stabilized around 30 8C, the introduction of

evaporative cooling brought these temperatures down to the

range of 25–28 8C (Fig. 8). Despite its slightly larger daily

fluctuation, this temperature curve represents a significant

improvement. This is due both to the absolute value of the

temperatures relative to the limits of thermal comfort and to the

timing of the maximum temperature, which occurs after sunset

(when night ventilation may contribute to comfort cooling).

Nevertheless, it is clear that wetting the soil surface alone

leaves a considerable potential for improvement. When

unshaded, the evaporating topsoil surface reaches tempera-

tures in excess of 30 8C during the daytime—and although the

dry soil surface reached over 40 8C, the WBT during these

hours is approximately 20 8C. The limitation of evaporative

surface cooling alone is illustrated in Fig. 9, which compares

the normalized hourly heat flux from the soil to the concrete

roof in each of the different configurations. It can be seen that in

the irrigated but unshaded configuration, heat flux is still

directed from the soil into the concrete roof during the daytime

and this positive heat flux reaches a peak earlier in the

afternoon than it did with dry soil—indicating that the wet

soil’s high conductivity and low albedo cause it to gain heat

more quickly and transfer it more readily. During the night, on

the other hand, the exposed wet soil provided the most

pronounced negative flux of any configuration, as its high

conductivity amplified the capacity of the system to exchange

heat with the cooler ambient air.
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4.3. Solar protection

The introduction of shading, by means of either gravel or

mesh, had a pronounced effect on temperatures at the surface of

the wet soil—flattening the daily curve and reducing the

daytime maximum from over 30 8C without shade to under

25 8C with shading (Fig. 7). This effect was clearly transferred

through the soil and concrete such that temperatures on the

ceiling (Fig. 8) were reduced to the range of 24–25 8C (from as

high as 28 8C without shading). Thus, on the whole, the

experimental results reinforce the conclusion drawn by Givoni

[11] that shading in such a system is indispensable—since on

balance, modest evaporation from shaded soil results in a lower

temperature than a higher evaporation rate from exposed soil.

It is also clear that differences in surface cooling provided by

the two different methods of shading are minor during the hot

daytime hours, though at night the mesh-covered surface

reached noticeably lower temperatures (by about 2 8C, as seen

in Fig. 7). This may presumably be attributed to its exposure to

the cool air flowing over it, which is restricted in the gravel-

covered configuration and hence to a more efficient removal of

heat by convection as well as by evaporation and, to some

extent, to increased long-wave radiation loss as well.

During the day, this exposure has an opposite effect: ambient

air below the shading mesh is on the order of 10 8C warmer than

the evaporating surface and this gradient results in increased

convective heat transfer to the soil which, together with a

slightly higher radiation load, offsets the increased removal of

heat by evaporation. At the same time, the lightweight gravel is

itself exposed to direct solar radiation during the day and some

of the absorbed energy would certainly be transferred to the soil

by conduction. This gain would be minimized, however, by the

light color (high albedo) of the gravel, as well its low

conductivity. The results indicate that along with its insulating

properties, the loose gravel layer also did not substantially

hinder evaporation from the wet surface.

The additional nocturnal cooling achieved with the overhead

mesh is reflected in ceiling temperatures (Fig. 8) with a time

lag, such that the normalized surface temperature inside the cell

drops significantly lower (by as much as 1.5 8C) in the mesh-

shaded configuration than in the cell covered by gravel, with the

peak difference occurring around mid-morning. Thus, the

advantage achieved with the mesh is mainly an additional

removal of heat from the system at night, but this heat removal

does provide a modest benefit during the warmer daytime hours

as well.

The diurnal pattern of heat flow using each of the two

shading mechanisms is illustrated by Fig. 9, which shows

measurements taken with heat flux plates that were placed at the

interface between the concrete roof and soil cover of the test

cell. A representative daily cycle is shown for each of the test

configurations, with hourly values normalized using the

procedure described previously for temperature. It can be seen

that heat loss from the roof (represented by negative values) is

significantly larger in the mesh configuration, exceeding

20 W m�2 in the early morning hours, while cooling of the

gravel-covered roof during these hours is restricted to less than
15 W m�2. The reduction provided by each treatment in the

cell’s daily cooling load is indicated by the 24-h net heat flux

relative to the control configuration, with a reduction of

290 Wh m�2 seen for the mesh configuration and a reduction of

240 Wh m�2 found with lightweight gravel.

During the peak hours of heat in the daytime, however, the

mesh configuration allows a net heat gain into the concrete

roof—while the gravel-covered roof is the only configuration to

maintain a negative net heat flux at all hours and is also the most

stable. The relative thermal stability exhibited by the gravel-

covered roof is potentially advantageous in the arid climate of

the Negev, in more ways than one. It could be argued that the

elimination of heat gain in the daytime is the most important

objective of this type of system in summer, since plentiful

cooling can be obtained at night by introducing cool ventilation

air into the building’s interior. Also in winter, when thermal

stress is largely attributable to heat loss through the roof rather

than gain (and energy can be more efficiently collected through

glazed openings than solid surfaces like the roof), the insulating

effect and thermal stability provided by the lightweight gravel

may be beneficial. The significance of these phenomena was

probed in two supplemental experiments described below, one

addressing the effects of night ventilation in summer and the

other gauging thermal stability in winter.

4.4. Air temperature, night ventilation and comfort

As mentioned previously, air temperature within the

experimental cells was measured to provide supplemental

information only, since the cell volume is not considered to be a

realistic representation of an actual building. In general, air

temperature patterns followed closely those measured on the

interior ceiling surface (see Fig. 8), dropping to a minimum at

mid-morning and peaking in the evening/night hours.

However, the small proportion of ceiling area relative to that

of the well-insulated walls, as well as the lack of openings and

air exchange, caused the air temperatures in the different test

cell configurations to remain relatively constant—both in their

fluctuation over the course of the day and in the differences

observed between them. Thus, air in the dry soil-covered cell

stabilized between 28 and 30 8C, with hourly temperatures

lowered consistently but by only 1–2 8C in the wet config-

uration and by an additional 1–2 8C in both of the shaded

modes.

On the other hand, significantly lower air temperatures in the

cell were recorded in a supplemental monitoring period, during

which ambient outdoor air was introduced into the cell volume

at night (when cell air temperatures in all of the previous

configurations were seen to reach their peak). The use of night

ventilation in summer represents a typical building scenario in

an arid climatic region like the Negev, using the relatively cool

ambient air to remove heat from a massive structure. This

possibility is especially relevant in combination with the

lightweight gravel roof treatment, which as mentioned

maximizes cooling in the daytime but inhibits it at night.

In order to test an ‘‘optimal performance’’ scenario, the test

cell’s door was maintained in an open position with a 20-cm gap



Fig. 10. Data describing the test and control cell air are represented as a time

series (a) and on a psychrometric chart (b), according to the hourly measured

temperature and calculated relative humidity. The test roof is covered with

16 cm of wetted soil, shaded by both lightweight gravel and an overhead mesh

and the control cell has 16 cm dry soil. Both cells are operated with night

ventilation (day 240). The ‘‘comfort’’ zone [3] is also plotted for reference on

the psychrometric chart, whose horizontal lines represent absolute humidity and

diagonal lines represent constant enthalpy.
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(with a 1/15 ratio of opening area to room volume) during the

night hours (from 19:00 until 7:30 LST) and watering was

continued as usual. Both shading treatments – using the

elevated mesh as well as the lightweight gravel – were applied

above the wet soil on the test cell for maximum effect, while the

control cell was similarly ventilated and covered by dry soil

only.

With night ventilation the test cell air temperatures showed a

marked decrease, in most cases within a comfortable range of

up to 24 8C. This raises the question as to what extent the

proposed roof cooling system is effective and necessary, for

actual thermal comfort in a well-ventilated building. An

indication is given in Fig. 10, which compares the ventilated

test and control cells in terms of hourly comfort conditions,

with data points for both cells and the ambient air plotted as a

time series (Fig. 10a) and on a psychometric chart (Fig. 10b)

according to the relative humidity (RH) and measured

temperature of the air. RH in the cells was computed from

ambient RH and room air temperature, assuming that absolute

humidity (or the actual moisture content of the air) would be

constant at all locations for a given hour. An area marking the

approximate limits of the ‘‘comfort’’ zone is plotted on the

chart for reference [3].

These results show that while conditions in the ventilated

control cell are consistently and clearly outside the limits of

comfort, the test cell treated with the ‘‘optimized’’ roof cooling

system produces conditions that are largely comfortable for

most hours of the day. The exceptions are points lying ‘‘above’’

the comfort zone, representing conditions of low temperature

but high humidity, reflecting the conditions of the ambient air

during these particular (mainly night time) hours. This

phenomenon is characteristic of many passive cooling

strategies applied in buildings and is not specifically related

to the addition of water to the roof.

4.5. Winter performance

In the comparison that was made between the two

approaches to shading, it was emphasized that the lightweight

gravel, due to its insulating properties, substantially inhibits

heat transfer between the soil surface and the atmosphere.

While this property may run counter to the goal of maximizing

evaporative cooling from the wet surface, it is assumed that

such an insulation layer may be advantageous in the winter,

when the minimization of heat loss is paramount.

To test this assumption, extended measurements were

performed during the winter season. Both the test and control

cells had a soil layer of 16 cm on the roof and as no watering

took place, the only difference between the cells was that the

soil on the test roof was covered with lightweight gravel, while

on the control cell the soil was bare. Since during the winter

months, low temperatures dictate a substantial heating

requirement (and the test cells have no openings by which to

introduce solar gain), it was decided to monitor the thermal

behavior of the two cells with artificial heating. The interior air

of both cells was maintained at a constant comfort temperature

of 19 8C using identical thermostat-controlled electric radiator
heaters and measurements showed that this comfort tempera-

ture was maintained within a range of approximately �1.5 8C.

The total energy supplied to heat each cell was in the range of

1–2 kWh per day.

Overall, the net daily heat flux in both cells was negative,

though the control roof was gaining heat during the day thanks

to absorbed solar radiation. Heat losses during night-time were

over 50% greater however, and net daily heat loss was on

average nearly 115 Wh m�2 in the insulated cell as compared
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with over 130 Wh m�2 in the control cell—representing a

modest but significant improvement. Perhaps more importantly,

the fluctuation of heat flux through the test roof was much more

stable than in the control, indicating that lightweight gravel

could be an effective form of insulation in a passive solar

building.

5. Conclusions

A number of main conclusions may be drawn from the

findings of this experimental study. The original hypothesis –

that covering a building’s roof with soil, wetting the soil and

shading the wet soil surface may provide a simple and efficient

means of low-energy cooling in hot and dry climates – has been

largely confirmed under the conditions of the experiment. It

was demonstrated that by using these strategies in combination,

cooling could be significantly improved beyond what any of

them provide in isolation.

While earth sheltering has been promoted as an answer to

the challenges presented by desert climatic conditions, it should

not be seen as a cooling strategy in itself. The experimental

findings clearly showed that while soil mass can be expected to

provide thermal stabilization, it cannot necessarily be relied

upon to prevent overheating.

Irrigation of the soil layer on a roof can indeed be used as an

effective means of evaporative cooling and has the particular

benefit of producing this cooling during the hottest hours of the

day. The water requirement for this type of treatment was found

to be moderate, given the potential saving of energy. The water

used for this system also need not be as clean as water for

human consumption. Brackish or stored rain water could be

used to water the roof, saving potable water for other important

needs.

Substantial contributions for cooling were achieved when

the soil was shaded. Regardless of shading method, this step

allows a more efficient utilization of soil mass and evapora-

tion—increasing cooling potential and decreasing water

consumption.

The comparison of two shading strategies, using an

elevated mesh and lightweight gravel, demonstrated that the

overhead mesh produced a slightly but systematically greater

daily cooling output. During the daytime hours when cooling

loads are highest, though, output was higher with lightweight

gravel—which is especially significant given the potential

for augmenting cooling performance through night ventila-

tion, as additional findings showed. Moreover, winter

experiments demonstrated that when covered with light-

weight gravel, the heat was retained significantly better than

with bare soil only.

All of the means used in the experimental configurations are

distinguished by their simplicity, making them practical for a

wide range of applications including low-cost construction and

retrofits. In comparing the two alternative shading solutions,

this consideration of simplicity is especially pronounced for the

lightweight gravel cover, which does not require an extraneous

support structure and can be easily implemented on practically

any flat roof.
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